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1 READING COMPREHENSION

Read texts 1.1a–1.1d and then answer questions 1–25. Choose the 
best alternative for each item and mark your answers on the optical 
answer sheet in pencil.

Rugby’s role in his rise 

Towards the end of his 27 years in jail, Nelson Mandela began to 
yearn for a hotplate. He was being well fed by this point, not least 
because he was the world’s most famous political prisoner. But his 
jailers gave him too much food for lunch and not enough for supper. 
He had taken to saving some of his mid-day meal until the evening, by 
which time it was cold, and he wanted something to heat it up. 
 The problem was that the officer in charge of Pollsmoor prison’s 
maximum-security “C” wing was insecure and uncomfortable talking 
in English and virtually allergic to black political prisoners. To get 
around him, Mr Mandela started reading about rugby, a sport he had 
never liked but which his jailer, like most Afrikaner men, adored. 
Then, when they met in a corridor, Mr Mandela immediately launched 
into a detailed discussion, in Afrikaans, about prop forwards, scrum 
halves and recent games. His jailer was so charmed that before he 
knew it he was barking at an underling to “go and get Mandela a 
hotplate!”
 Mr Mandela’s story never fails to inspire. As a young man, he 
started an armed struggle against apartheid. It went nowhere, and 
he went to jail. While maturing behind bars, he decided that moral 
leadership might work where bombs had failed. It did. South Africa’s 
white rulers surrendered power without a civil war. Several books 
have been written about Mr Mandela’s crucial role in persuading his 
countrymen towards a more civilised form of government. 
 It was not only Mr Mandela’s royal charm that won over white 
South Africans. It was the fact that he took the trouble to study and 
understand their culture. At a time when many blacks dismiss rugby 
as “the brutish, strange pastime of a brutish, foreign people”, Mr 
Mandela saw it as a bridge across the racial gap. 
 The game is not an incidental part of Afrikaner culture, like cricket 
is to the English. To many Afrikaners, who have grown up playing 
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rough games on sun-baked ground so hard that every tumble draws 
blood, rugby is little short of everything. Mr Mandela knew that if 
he was to convince these people that one man, one vote would not 
mean catastrophe, he had to “address their hearts”, not their brains. If 
the fearsome terrorist on the other side of the negotiating table was a 
rugby fan, could he really be as bad as they thought?

Source: The Economist, September 11, 2008

Revenge of the Rodent

John F. Kennedy was running for president in 1960 when he jotted 
off a memo to a songwriter. “I’m glad to know that I have at least one 
worthy opponent,” the note said. Kennedy wasn’t referring to Nixon. 
He was talking about Alvin Seville, the furry, animated chipmunk 
with a red baseball cap who is the lead singer of the group Alvin and 
the Chipmunks. That year, Alvin released a song called “Alvin for 
President,” with an ambitious platform. “I promise you two bicycles in 
every garage, four Christmases every year,” Alvin vowed, to a melody 
as catchy as any Beach Boys ditty, “... And another thing, dear friends. 
Why shouldn’t we have a penny ice cream cone?” Kennedy won the 
election, and he didn’t even offer Alvin a low-level post.
 Alvin has turned 50 and he’s experiencing a major popularity surge 
– not bad for a cartoon character who won his first Grammy in 1958. 
At the 2008 Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice Awards, Alvin’s latest movie 
was named the year’s best film by tweens, who helped it gross $217 
million domestically, $34 million more than “The Simpsons Movie.” 
Alvin and his two background singers – the blue-shirted guitarist 
Simon and the green-shirted drummer Theodore – were recently 
admitted into Madame Tussauds wax museum, and they just dropped 
their first new album in a decade. It’s fairly common for a cartoon 
business to run forever on nostalgia fumes, but cuteness is only part of 
their success. The Chipmunk empire has constantly updated its lively 
songs to appeal to the next generation. Many kids in the ‘80s heard the 
Chipmunks’ wholesome version of “Beat It” long before they heard 
Michael Jackson’s original. Even their storyline – three orphans who 
become pop stars only to find themselves tested by the temptations of 
sudden fame – never grows old. 
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 The Chipmunks were invented by Ross Bagdasarian, a songwriter 
and the guy who plays the piano in Hitchcock’s “Rear Window.” In 
1958, struggling to pay his mortgage, Bagdasarian wrote a song 
called “Witch Doctor” and he sped up the vocals with a $190 tape 
recorder. 
 Although the lyrics sounded like a coughing train engine, it became 
a hit, and the Chipmunks were born as the squeaky voices of the song. 
Alvin was such a hot ticket, that by 1961, he landed his own TV show. 
He got a second series in the ’80s, which ran for eight seasons on 
Saturday mornings. So far, the Chipmunks have pulled in $1 billion 
in retail sales and pushed 44 million records, along with 12 million 
copies of their books.
 To get the best idea of the Chipmunks’ appeal, look at another 
entertainment giant, “American Idol.” Both trade in the appeal of rags-
to-riches instant stardom. Alvin opens his new movie without even a 
shirt on his back and ends it a celebrity. Both acts are squeaky clean, 
family friendly and, to be honest, not very original. The Chipmunks 
have achieved fame through their song covers. Even the rights-shy 
Beatles gave them permission to record, and the Chipmunks have 
duplicated songs from rock stars as big as Elvis (“Heartbreak Hotel”), 
the Beach Boys (“Surfin’ USA”), and Little Richard (“Tutti Frutti”). 
Ross Bagdasarian Jr., who took over after his father died in 1972, 
says artists are usually thrilled at the prospect of Chipmunkification. 
“They see it as a cultural compliment if the Chipmunks cover their 
tunes,” he says. “They know we are going to do a faithful, high-quality 
production.”
 Over time, the Chipmunks received a series of makeovers. Alvin 
has traded his red sweater for a red hoodie, and he sings about wanting 
an iPod instead of a hula hoop in a Christmas jingle on “Undeniable,” 
his new album. But Chipmunk pop is still as comfortable as the big, 
heavy blanket on your grandmother’s bed. 
 A sequel, “Alvin and the Chipmunks: the Squeakuel,” will also 
feature the Chipettes. These girl Chipmunks, who were introduced 
in the ’80s and once covered “Material Girl” on a shopping spree, 
are named Eleanor, Jeanette – and Brittany. Brittany dresses in pink 
costumes that bring to mind another, arguably less famous, Britney. 
But don’t blame her for Ms. Spears’s success. She’s too good to be that 
bad.                                                  Source: Newsweek, November 24, 2008
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An affinity for rules? 

To serious gamers Puerto Rico is German territory, not American. 
They assemble in groups of three to five to plant crops, ship goods 
and raise buildings, putting into a cheerful hour or two the wheeling 
and dealing that took up the careers of 16th-century colonists in the 
Caribbean. “Puerto Rico”, ranked the second-best board-game by 
users of boardgamegeek.com, is the brainchild of Andreas Seyfarth, 
a civil servant, one of a handful of game designers who work in 
cardboard rather than silicon. 
 Germany is to board-games what Belgium is to chocolate. It 
specialises in “Eurogames”, which emphasise strategy over showiness, 
downplay luck and conflict, lean towards economic rather than martial 
themes and strive to keep all the players at the table until the game’s 
end. The cleverest and most prolific inventors, such as Reiner Knizia 
(who lives in England) are nerdy superstars. Euro (also “German-
style”) games must not be confused with “Ameritrash” games, which 
generally involve high drama and employ plastic pieces, though 
arguing over what the difference is seems to be gamers’ second-
favourite pastime. 
 Why Germany has colonised this quiet region of the board-game 
world is unclear. Heinrich Hüntelmann of Ravensburger, a German 
game producer, thinks that a liking for rules may be part of “the 
German soul”. Germans began to acquire the board-game habit with 
the rise of the bourgeoisie in the 19th century, partly because they 
were considered to be good training for young minds. Fritz Gruber, 
who works for Kosmos, another German company, thinks the pastime 
has proletarian roots; board-games offer cheap entertainment. 
 A new boom began in 1995 with the release of “Settlers of Catan”, 
another colonisation game, and has yet to run dry. Germany hosts 
the board-game Oscars, the “Game of the Year”, recently won by Mr 
Knizia’s “Keltis”, a game involving cards and stone paths, and the 
“German Games Prize”, which usually goes to more complex games 
(including Puerto Rico in 2002).
 Germans are the keenest European players, followed by the French 
and Dutch. Britons prefer games based on television characters; 
Italians don’t stay at home, says Mr Hüntelmann. In America, where 
classics like Monopoly dominate, Eurogames still have a strong 
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following among geeks. Unlike Monopoly they demand thought; 
unlike electronic games, they encourage social interaction, says Paul 
Unger, a software developer who plays in New Jersey and Connecticut. 
That can also be a weakness: sometimes they seem too much like 
work.

Source: The Economist, August 30, 2008

Regimens: For the Best Pick-Me-Up, Lie Down 

Scientists spent a morning training 61 people in motor, perceptual and 
verbal tasks: tapping a keyboard in a specific sequence, discriminating 
between shapes on a computer screen and memorizing a list of words. 
Then the scientists randomly divided the subjects into three groups. 
The first took a nap from 1 to 3 p.m. At 3, the second group took a 
200-milligram caffeine pill, and the third took a placebo (like medicine 
but having no effect). The subjects repeated the tasks they had been 
taught earlier and were scored by researchers who did not know which 
group they were in. 
 Those who had caffeine had worse motor skills than those who 
napped or had a placebo. In the perceptual task, the nappers did 
significantly better than either the caffeine or placebo group. On the 
verbal test, nappers were best by a wide margin, and the caffeine 
consumers did no better than those given a placebo. Despite their 
mediocre performance, caffeine takers consistently reported less 
sleepiness than the others.
 “People think they’re smarter on caffeine,” said Sara C. Mednick, 
an assistant professor of psychiatry at the University of California, 
San Diego, and the lead author of  the study. “But this study is a strong 
argument for taking a nap instead of having a cup of coffee.”
 

Source: The New York Times, December 2, 2008 
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Suomenkieliset koulut:
Lue seuraavat tekstit ja vastaa niiden pohjalta lyhyesti suomeksi 
kysymyksiin a–e. Kirjoita vastauksesi selvällä käsialalla kielikokeen 
vastauslomakkeen A-puolelle.

Svenska skolor:
Läs följande texter och ge sedan ett kort svar på svenska på frågorna 
a–e. Skriv svaren med tydlig handstil på sida A av svarsblanketten 
för språkproven.

The Rev Nick Baines, Bishop of Croydon, has urged churches to use 
hits by bands such as U2 and the Beatles in their services. In a book 
backed by the Archbishop of Canterbury, he argues that pop music 
writers can communicate deep theological thoughts in a way that is 
more open to younger people.
 Hundreds of evangelical churches use guitar-based songs instead 
of traditional hymns, but the bishop suggested that the clergy needs to 
be more creative to appeal to non-churchgoers. Musicians highlighted 
for exploring Christian themes include Eric Clapton, Bob Dylan and 
John Lennon, who famously claimed that the Beatles were bigger than 
Jesus.
 The bishop said: “For many people the language of the Bible 
has become inaccessible, and yet pop song writers can connect with 
people because their language is fresh. They can open our imagination 
to a way of thinking about God that we’ve become deaf to in church 
language.” 
 But mixing pop culture with the New Testament upset some 
traditionalists. Geoffrey Kirk, national secretary of the Anglo-Catholic 
group Forward in Faith, said maintaining a high quality of worship 
was important.
 “If God intended us to have pop music heard, would he have given 
us Mozart? Most happy clappy worship songs contain no doctrine and 
are empty of content,” he added.

Source: The Sunday Telegraph, October 19, 2008 

a) Mitä Croydonin piispa on tehnyt ja miksi?
 Vad har biskopen av Croydon gjort, och varför?

(continued on page 11)
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Rugby’s role in his rise 

 1. What is said about Mandela and his food in prison?
  A He didn’t get enough food
  B He didn’t eat his whole lunch
  C He got better food than most prisoners

 2. What do we learn about Mandela’s jailer?
  A He had a bad allergy
  B English wasn’t his mother tongue
  C He was in charge of political prisoners

 3. Why did Mandela start to read about rugby?
  A His jailer made him interested in it
  B He wanted to learn something new
  C He wanted to influence his jailer

 4. What did Mandela realize in his long years in prison?
  A That talking is better than violence
  B That there is no way to beat apartheid
  C That bombs are useless in a civil war

 5. How did Mandela convince white South Africans?
  A He understood their problems
  B He had such a charming personality
  C He showed interest in their lives

Revenge of the Rodent

 6. What connected Kennedy and Alvin in 1960?
  A The presidential elections
  B They both opposed Nixon
  C They both admired chipmunks

 7. What did Alvin promise Americans in his election song?
  A Beach Boys records
  B Cheap ice cream
  C New bicycles every year
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 8. What is said about Alvin’s latest movie?
  A It made a lot of money
  B Only “The Simpsons Movie” was more popular
  C It wasn’t shown outside the USA

 9. Why is Madame Tussauds wax museum mentioned?
  A It was given the new album of Alvin and his friends
  B Alvin and his friends can be seen there
  C Alvin and his friends were invited to visit it

10. What made Alvin and the Chipmunks special?
  A They have been able to renew themselves
  B They made a good imitation of Michael Jackson
  C Their lifestory was something new

11. Why did Bagdasarian write “Witch Doctor”?
  A He wanted to try a new technique
  B He was in need of money
  C He knew it would be a hit

12. What happened in the ’80s?
  A Alvin’s own TV show was started
  B Alvin appeared on TV every week
  C Alvin made $1 billion with his shows

13. What is said about the Chipmunks and “American Idol”?
  A They have many similarities
  B They have a lot of advertising
  C They have fans in all age groups

14. What is Chipmunkification?
  A A thrilling compliment to old tunes
  B The Chipmunks using other artists’ songs 
  C A high quality reproduction
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15. How have the Chipmunks changed?
  A Not at all
  B Quite radically
  C Not very much 

16. Who are Eleanor, Jeanette and Brittany?
  A Madonna’s background singers
  B Britney Spears look-alikes
  C Female Chipmunks

An affinity for rules? 

17. What is the topic of the board-game “Puerto Rico”?
  A German gamers in the Caribbean
  B American colonialists
  C Colonial times in the Caribbean

18. What do the board-game players think of “Puerto Rico”?
  A They found it very exciting
  B There is only one game they liked better
  C They think it is easy to play

19. How are “Eurogames” described?
  A They concentrate more on money than fighting
  B They aim at finding the winner fast
  C Their outcome often depends on luck

20. Why did Germans start to go in for board-games in the 
 19th century?
  A The games were good for the brain
  B They were a harmless pastime
  C They had become very popular

21. What is said about “Settlers of Catan”?
  A It won the Game of the Year award
  B It started a trend
  C It was beaten by the board-game “Keltis”
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22. What is the attitude of Italians to board-games?
  A They prefer other pastimes
  B They dislike them
  C They find them interesting

23. What makes Eurogames better than electronic games?
  A They are more thought-provoking
  B They are more demanding
  C They make players communicate more
 
Regimens: For the Best Pick-Me-Up, Lie Down 

24. How were the three groups of subjects different?
  A They had been taught different tasks
  B They ended up acting differently
  C They were given different pills

25. What was the main result?
  A You perform better after a short sleep 
  B Caffeine makes you smarter
  C The placebo has a small effect
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b) Mitä Raamatusta sanotaan?
 Vad sägs det om Bibeln?

c) Mikä on Geoffrey Kirkin näkökanta asiasta?
 Vad är Geoffrey Kirks syn på saken? 

By far the greatest task that each Japanese person faces is the need to 
maintain harmony within the group. Known as wa, it is the widespread 
belief that people should keep good relations with everyone so that 
there are only good feelings all around. If there are differences of 
opinion between two people, then they should do what they can to 
smooth over those differences. If one person is at odds with everyone 
else in the group, then it is up to that person to do what he can to 
restore a harmonious relationship.

Source: P. Sean Bramble,
 Culture Shock! A Survival Guide to 

Customs and Etiquette. Japan, 2006.

d) Mikä on wa? 
 Vad är wa?

If you felt the atmosphere in the new, hip Club Watt was somehow 
electric, you’d be right: Watt boasts a new type of dance floor that 
gathers the energy generated by partygoers’ jumps and turns and 
transforms it into electricity. It is one of the handful of energy-
generating floors in the world, most of them still experimental.
 With its clever engineering, Watt partially powers itself: the better 
the music, the more people dance, the more electricity comes out of 
the floor. 

Source: International Herald Tribune, October 25–26, 2008 

e) Mikä uutuus on kyseessä, ja miten se toimii?
 Vilken nyhet är det fråga om, och hur fungerar den?
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A letter from Germany

The simultaneous appearance of the 

first heavy snow this winter and the 

Kehrwoche sign  on my front door brought 

a fresh reminder of cultural differences 

experienced when living abroad, even 

in __26__ European country. Having 

finally mastered the terribly complicated 

German recycling system, I thought I 

was beginning to understand the culture 

__27__ the first snow arrived.

 The Kehrwoche, or cleaning week, is 

a concept peculiar __28__ the Swabian 

region in southwest Germany and 

concerns __29__ who live in a flat or 

shared house. It is something families 

take turns doing throughout the year, 

__30__ it is particularly difficult in the 

snowy winter.

 If it snows then you are responsible for 

clearing away snow and ice and putting 

sand down on the __31__ and entrance 

26. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –

27. A at a time
 B but
 C then
 D until

28. A among
 B of
 C to
 D with 

29. A ones
 B they
 C these
 D those

30. A because
 B but
 C except
 D however

31. A crossing
 B floor
 C pavement
 D subway

2 GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

Read texts 2.1a and 2.1b carefully and for each item choose the 
alternative that best fits the context. Mark your answers 26–50 on the 
optical answer sheet in pencil.
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by 7am each morning for the entire week. 

If you don’t, you are legally responsible 

for any injuries suffered by someone 

__32__.

 I am particularly nervous about it 

this year, having failed miserably last 

year. Getting up late and realising that 

it __33__ overnight is no excuse. Your 

elderly neighbour kindly stepping in for 

you in order __34__ the 7am deadline is 

embarrassing, to say the least.

 I mentioned this mistake at work and 

instead of amusement, it was met with 

disgust by my otherwise relaxed Swabian 

colleagues. To __35__ my mistake 

I jumped out of bed for the rest of the 

week to find that no new snow __36__ 

but on Saturday it started again with a 

vengeance.

 By Sunday __37__ weather had cleared 

up but the entrance was so dirty from the 

sand and wet boots that I decided a proper 

clean-up was in order. Later as I __38__ 

the shining steps, feeling that I had 

__39__ partly done a good job this time, 

32. A slipping
 B staying
 C taking
 D turning

33. A has snowed
 B is snowing
 C will snow
 D would snow

34. A meeting
 B to meet
 C having met
 D meet

35. A make out
 B make sure
 C make up
 D make up for

36. A had fallen
 B have fallen
 C were falling
 D felled

37. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –

38. A   admire
 B have admired
 C was admiring
 D will admire

39. A at first
 B at least
 C first and foremost
 D nearly
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the same neighbour asked me jokingly 

__40__ to kill her and told me patiently 

that I shouldn’t make the surfaces wet 

when the temperature is below zero.

 Happily I am still on friendly terms 

with my neighbours, despite the fact 

that in a country where it is forbidden to 

wash a car or mow the lawn on Sunday, 

the Kehrwoche is taken very seriously 

indeed.
Source: The Guardian Weekly,

 October 10–16, 2006  

Sharpening minds at Chief Dull Knife 
College

It’s Native American Awareness Week 

in Lame Deer, Mont., and time for the 

Clean Indian Joke Contest. At many 

schools, the week is a serious occasion; 

at Chief Dull Knife College, it’s a light-

hearted celebration with a chili cook-off, 

art show, tepee-raising competition and a 

stick-horse race for adults.

 The winning joke is from a __41__ 

Northern Cheyenne boy: “Three men are 

riding in a pick-up – two in the cab, one 

in the open back. The truck falls into the 

river. The two men open their doors and 

swim out but can’t find __42__ third man. 

40. A should I want
 B have I wanted
 C if I wanted
 D was I wanting

41. A twelve years of  
  age
 B twelve-year-old
 C twelve years
 D twelve-year

42. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –
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Finally, he comes up. ‘What __43__ you 

so long?’ they ask. ‘I couldn’t open the 

tailgate,’ he says.”

 This ironic humor is familiar to the 

4,500 residents of this beautiful, barren 

450,000-acre reservation. Irony is almost 

unavoidable __44__ the realities of 

life are grim. __45__ school officials, 

nearly half of all families exist below the 

poverty line. Unemployment __46__ as 

high as 85%. Alcohol and drug abuse are 

appalling.

 The bright spot is Chief Dull Knife 

College, __47__ for a Northern Cheyenne 

hero and fervent supporter of education. 

It and thirty-six other tribal colleges 

and universities, __48__ a total of about 

27,000 students, are a little-known part of 

American higher education. Like the other 

colleges, Chief Dull Knife __49__ in the 

1970s in protest over the curriculums 

__50__ white institutions offered.

Source: Time, October 27, 2008 

43. A has taken
 B did take 
 C takes
 D took 

44. A because
 B but
 C though
 D whereas

45. A Above all
 B According to
 C In addition to
 D In spite of

46. A are running
 B run
 C runs
 D will run

47. A has named
 B is naming
 C named
 D have been named

48. A by
 B for
 C of
 D with

49. A found
 B has found
 C is found
 D was founded

50. A of which
 B that
 C who
 D whose
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Write the numbered Finnish / Swedish sentences in good English. You 
don’t have to translate word for word. Write your answers in the given 
order on side B of the answer sheet. Write each answer on a separate 
line. Please write clearly.

You’re talking to your friend Liam from Dublin.

1. You: Ensi kesänä aion viettää viikon Lontoossa.
   Nästa sommar tänker jag tillbringa en vecka i London.

 Liam: What are you going to do there?

2. You: Ainakin yritän saada lipun johonkin rockkonserttiin.
   Åtminstone ska jag försöka få en biljett till en rockkonsert.

 Liam: Sounds great. I could join you if it’s ok with you.

3. You: I’d love that! 
   Voisimme asua samassa huoneessa jossakin halvassa   
   hotellissa.
   Vi kan dela rum på något billigt hotell. 

 Liam: Sure, in some family hotel in Bayswater, for example.

4. You: Mikä tahansa hotelli lähellä Paddingtonia käy.
   Vilket hotell som helst nära Paddington passar mig. 

 Liam: I’ll start searching tonight. 

5. You: Lähetätkö minulle sähköpostia sitten?
   Skickar du e-post till mig sedan?

 Liam: I’ll do that. 
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3 PRODUCTION

Do both of the following tasks. Remember to write the task number 
at the beginning of each. Please write clearly on the notebook paper 
(konseptipaperi/konceptpapper) provided. Follow the guidance. Count 
the number of words in each task and write that number at the end of 
each task.

3.1
Your American godmother has given you a choice between a cruise 
to the Canary Islands or a trip to Lapland. Which would you choose? 
Write a letter to her giving reasons for your choice. 

Write 60–100 words (max. score 66 points). 

3.2
“I’ve been offered a summer job in another city. It’s a great opportunity, 
but I’m not sure I want to travel so far away from my family and 
friends,” writes Sam in his blog. Write to him and give your opinion.

Write 40–50 words (max. score 33 points).
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KOKEEN PISTEITYS  /  POÄNGSÄTTNINGEN AV PROVET

__________________________________________________________

Tehtävä Osioiden  Pisteitys Paino- Enint.  Arvostelu-
  määrä  kerroin*  lomakkeen
      sarake
__________________________________________________________

Uppgift Antal del- Poäng- Koefficient* Max.  Kolumn på
  uppgifter  sättning   bedömnings-
      blanketten
__________________________________________________________

1.1a–d  25  x  1/0 p. |  x 2 50 p. 1

1.2   5  x  2–0 p. |  x 2 20 p. 2

2.1    25  x  1/0 p. |  x 1 25 p. 3

2.2    5  x  3–0 p. |  x 1 15 p. 4

3.1        66 p. 7

3.2       33 p. 8
             _________ ______    

            
           Yht./Tot. 209 p.

* Painotus tapahtuu lautakunnassa. 
  Viktningen görs av nämnden.


